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What is the approximate incidence of tongue-tie? In your opinion, is incidence increasing? 

From the 1950s, classic (or anterior) tongue-tie (CTT) was often overlooked as a cause of 

breastfeeding problems. In a literature review in 2005, Hall and Renfrew acknowledged that 

the true prevalence of ankyloglossia remained unknown, though they estimated 3-4% of 

newborns.1  

After 2005, once the diagnosis of ‘posterior tongue-tie’ (PTT) had been introduced,2, 3 

attempts to quantify incidence have remained of very poor quality, but estimates currently 

rest at between 4-10%.4  

The problem is that there is a lack of definitional clarity concerning the diagnosis of PTT, and 

CTT is now often conflated with PTT, as simply ‘tongue-tie’ (TT). Between 2004 and 2013, 

the incidence of TT diagnosis in Canada increased by 70%; the rate of frenotomy increased 

by 90%.5 In Australia, emerging epidemiological data shows an exponential rise in the 

https://possumsonline.com/
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incidence of Medicare-funded frenotomies 2006-2016, of on average 420% and of up to 

3710%, and this data does not consider laser surgery by dentists, who perhaps perform a 

majority of frenotomies.5-7  

Fortunately, CTTs are now much less likely to be overlooked! But this kind of pattern is 

recognised by epidemiologists as typical of over-treatment.  

The absence of baseline data telling us about the normal spectrum of newborn oral 

connective tissue variation underscores how matters related to clinical breastfeeding 

support are still not a health system or research priority. In fact, I’d argue that this lack of 

investment is the actual story that underlies the oral ties controversy. 

How should tongue-tie be identified? Which professional groups should be doing it? 

What are the classifications of tongue-tie? 

Current definitions of ankyloglossia tend to confuse oral and tongue function (which is 

affected by multiple variables, and in particular by fit and hold) with structure (which is 

highly anatomically variable for both the tongue length and appearance, and lingual and 

maxillary frenula).  

Identification of classic tongue-tie 

Here, I define CTT as Type 1 and 2 on the Coryllos-Genna-Watson scale.8 In clinical practice I 

also find it useful to rate the anterior membrane by the percentage of the under-surface of 

the tongue into which the membrane connects, applying the first two categories of  the 

Griffiths Classification System.9   

There is a wide spectrum of lingual frenula morphologies and elasticities, and deciding 

where to draw a line between normal variant and classic tongue-tie will depend on clinical 

judgement concerning the infant’s capacity for pain-free efficient milk transfer. If the 

mother-baby pair are able to breastfeed comfortably with a visible anterior membrane (and 

many do) then this is not actually a ‘tie’ of the tongue, but merely a visible anterior 

membrane, requiring no further intervention.  

Identification of PTT and ULT 

Most unfashionably, I find no use for the diagnoses of PTT and ULT, and argue that they are 

misconceptions. In my experience, a wide spectrum of normal anatomic lingual and 

maxillary frenula variants are currently being misdiagnosed as a PTT and ULT. Labial frenula 

may be classified type 1-IV,10  but should not be pathologised as ‘ties’, let alone surgically 

ablated.  

Mills et al new anatomical dissection of floor of mouth fascia in infants demonstrates the 

lack of anatomical basis to the diagnosis PTT.11 

Clinical tools merely aid clinical judgement 

I’ve learnt over the years that clinical tools need to be simple, and only applied as aids in 

support of our clinical judgement, if we want best outcomes. The skill of the clinician, 
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whether in breastfeeding support or otherwise, is to synthesise a great deal of complex 

information across multiple domains, and to arrive at a clinical judgement about the likely 

efficacy or otherwise of intervention. Clinical judgement starts with training, but is built on 

experience. It is rarely useful (and may be dangerous) to rely on reductionist approaches 

including simplistic numerical scales as a substitute for clinical judgement.12 

For example, although the Hazelbaker Assessment Tool for Lingual Frenulum Function 

(ATLFF) is a pioneering contribution, bringing us our first systematised approach to 

examination of the infant’s tongue and oral connective tissues, it has been demonstrated to 

be unreliable as a tool for decision-making concerning frenotomy.13-15 In clinical practice 

many of the item criteria are highly subjective and dependent on the infant’s interest in co-

operating on the day. Although one study found moderate inter-rater reliability on the 

ATLFF’s structural items, the authors did not find inter-rater reliability on most of the 

functional items.16 It became apparent to me that there is no correlation between what the 

tongue is observed to do during oral examinations and what occurs during breastfeeding, 

other than in the case of classic tongue-tie. Applying the ATLFF used up precious 

consultation time that could have gone into clinical breastfeeding support, and I finally 

abandoned it, creating my own pragmatic assessment tool instead.  

Which professional groups should be identifying tongue-tie? 

All health professional groups dealing with newborns and infants need to perform oral 

assessments and be capable of identifying potentially problematic lingual frenula, not just 

breastfeeding support professionals (BSPs). Here, I define BSPs as health professionals 

involved in the clinical support of breastfeeding, most commonly midwives, lactation 

consultants, and child health nurses. Other health professionals with special interest in 

clinical breastfeeding support may also be BSPs.  

To whom do you refer an infant for tongue tie revision?  

In my view, a severe classic tongue-tie in a newborn should receive a simple scissors 

frenotomy as soon as possible, in order to protect the woman from potential nipple 

damage. I perform frenotomies with scissors for CTTs in our community setting - all that is 

necessary to achieve excellent outcomes once intra-oral breast tissue volume is optimised 

through fit and hold – though the next step is to find funding for studies to investigate this. 

Since a simple scissors frenotomy for a classic tongue-tie or anterior membrane is pain-free 

and of minimal risk, I may, with parental consent, err on the side of performing this even if 

I’m uncertain about it’s necessity. In my view simple scissors frenotomy can be performed 

by any registered health professional, such as midwife, GP, paediatrician, or lactation 

consultant with a health professional background, who has received frenotomy training.  

A severe CTT that appears at risk of haemorrhage due to vascularised tissues may benefit 

from laser surgery, which will control the bleeding, but most of us won’t encounter these, 

since they are very rare. I would refer to an ENT surgeon for this, who may use laser.  

I can imagine occasions when a clinician might decide, having optimised intra-oral breast 

tissue volume, that some release of the oral connective tissues might be helpful. In practice, 
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I don’t find this necessary other than with CTT, as the critical repair to breastfeeding occurs 

when intra-oral breast tissue volume is optimised. But even if a clinician decided that this 

scissors release might be worthwhile, there is no need for a diagnosis. The use of diagnoses 

increases parental pressure for intervention, even if parents are advised that the diagnosed 

condition is harmless.17 New diagnoses should only be introduced with great caution, 

because they risk a cascade of overtreatment.18, 19 

I no longer refer to paediatric dentists who use scissors, due to the risk of haemorrhage 

from their deep incisions, having observed babies subjected to painful sutures under the 

tongue or in the upper gum to control bleeding. Laser surgery reduces the risk of 

haemorrhage, but the studies used to claim that laser surgery for PTT or ULT improves 

breastfeeding outcomes show substantial bias and should be viewed with great 

scepticism.20, 21 Standards of evidence need to be high to demonstrate outcomes: why do 

our mothers and babies deserve a vastly poorer quality of science compared to say patients 

with diabetes or with osteoarthritis? Why should they be subjected to the inevitable risk of 

unintended outcomes that arise when simplistic ‘quick-fix’ interventions are put into 

complex systems?21-25 

What are the best techniques to revise a tongue-tie? 

In order to answer this, we need to consider the biomechanics of infant suck during 

breastfeeding, including the role of the tongue and its necessary tethering tissues.  

The model of infant sucking upon which laser surgery for PTT and ULT is based has been 

shown to be inaccurate by recent ultrasound studies.26, 27 The upper lip is not involved in 

breastfeeding or milk transfer, other than to rest neutrally against the breast and contribute 

(with multiple other contact sites during the symmetric face-breast bury) towards the seal. 

It certainly does not need to flange for pain-free milk transfer. Actually, if we can see the 

upper lip we are inviting inefficient milk transfer, fussiness at the breast, and nipple pain for 

many breastfeeding pairs. The tongue does not take an active lead in infant sucking, but 

responds dynamically to intra-oral breast tissue volume: that is, the tongue’s shape, 

elevation and spread conform to the amount of breast tissue in the mouth.26, 27  

The critical biomechanical driver of healthy infant suck is a reflex depression of the jaw, 

which generates intra-oral vacuum. If the baby is fitted well into the woman’s body, this 

repeated reflex action incrementally draws more and more breast tissue into the mouth 

until the jaw is held wide open, the nipple tip protected near the junction of the hard and 

soft palate, and optimal milk transfer occurs. The tongue does not need to actively lift 

midway to the palate, to lateralise, or to extend beyond the lower gum/inner edge of lower 

lip. It does not strip the breast or have peristaltic movements. In fact, the concept of 

peristalsis has been inappropriately applied to the tongue, since it refers to sequential 

muscular contractions in a hollow tube. We describe this new understanding of the 

biomechanics of infant suck in more detail in a new paper.27 Lately, it’s been claimed that 

the mid-tongue needs to actively rise up to the palate to create the seal, and that 

connective tissue tightness impairs this capacity. This fails to integrate the complex nature 

of seal, which is created by the whole face-oral-cavity-breast interface. Whilst the mid- to 
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posterior tongue needs to close off the airway at the beginning of the suck, intra-oral breast 

tissue volume will determine just which part of the palate and tongue meet together as the 

jaw depresses. The tongue is a muscular hydrostat, conforming to the intra-oral breast 

tissue, and there is no anatomic or clinical rationale for the belief that tight oral connective 

tissue impacts on the mid-or posterior tongue in the absence of a classic tongue-tie.  

Since the tongue does not need to actively grip or strip the breast, or compress the breast 

for milk transfer, but simply follows the jaw depression and moulds around the available 

intra-oral breast tissue volume, we do not need to rely on unproven methods such as laser 

surgery to try to establish increased tongue mobility: a simple scissors frenotomy for a 

classic tongue-tie allows the tongue to safely perform it’s moulding, cushioning role.  

Do the mothers need to do any stretching or massaging of the incision site after a 

revision? 

Wound stretching places babies at risk of oral aversion, due to repeated uncomfortable or 

painful digital intrusion. There is no scientific reason to believe that wound stretching post-

laser frenotomy alters the inevitable contraction of scar tissue over time. Unfortunately, I 

regularly see short thick white cords of scar tissue under baby’s tongues these days, a few 

months post-frenotomy.  

Should any other techniques, such as improving the latch or using cranial sacral, be tried 

first? How do you decide? 

This is, in my view, the most important question! 

The promotion of surgical release of PTT and ULT is the latest in a series of inappropriately 

medicalised interventions for breastfeeding problems. 28, 29 28, 29 We inhabit complex 

biophysical and sociocultural contexts, where ‘trusting instinct’ is definitely not enough for 

many. The painstaking art and science of supporting a woman and her baby’s competence is 

easily sacrificed to the seduction of the medicalised silver bullet.  

Fussing at the breast, difficulty latching, pulling or slipping off, back-arching (signs of 

positional instability and poor fit and hold) and/or excessive flatus, explosive frothy stools 

(signs of functional lactose overload) have been mistakenly diagnosed as signs of gastro-

oesophageal reflux disease, allergy, or lactose intolerance since the early 1990s, and are 

now often attributed to oral ties. Similarly, excessively frequent feeding, excessively broken 

sleep, and marathon feeding are signs of poor milk transfer, often associated with crying 

due to poor satiety, but are also still commonly misdiagnosed as signs of GORD, allergy, 

lactose intolerance, and, most recently, oral ties.28, 30, 31  

These three very common breastfeeding problems are often inappropriately medicalised, 

still: suboptimal fit and hold, functional lactose overload, and conditioned hyperarousal of 

the sympathetic nervous system.32 

Suboptimal fit and hold leads to suboptimal positional stability, which may result in nipple 

pain and damage, poor milk transfer, and fussing at the breast. The neurobiological model 

of infant crying describes the conditioned sympathetic nervous system hyper-arousal that 
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occurs if an infant is repeatedly frustrated during breastfeeds by positional instability and 

poor fit and hold.32 Nipple pain is also commonly inappropriately medicalised as due to 

thrush, or even attributed to functional lactose overload, but (as long as we have excluded 

unusual medical conditions) is a result of poor fit and hold.33 An overly abundant supply may 

result in both the baby pulling off during the let-down and a functional lactose overload, but 

won’t result in nipple damage if the baby is positionally stable due to optimal fit and hold.28, 

29 

To further illustrate the scale of the blindspot that we have in our health system concerning 

clinical breastfeeding support right now, mothers are still widely taught the strategy of 

shaping the breast with the ipsilateral hand, supporting the infant on the back of the neck, 

and stimulating a gape before bringing the baby on. Yet this approach has been 

demonstrated in Thompson et al’s recent large and well-conducted Australian study to 

increase the risk of nipple pain fourfold.34  

The physiological approach to breastfeeding has been a major advance by our clinical 

breastfeeding support pioneers over the past decade, and is foundational.35 However, baby-

led breastfeeding is simply not enough for many of our women, who still develop nipple 

pain and other problems. Multiple well-conducted studies show that currently popular fit 

and hold strategies, including mammalian methods, do not improve breastfeeding 

outcomes.35-42 

We have not yet paid enough attention to the complexities of empowering women to fit 

together with their baby across our gloriously diverse anatomies for pain-free efficient milk 

transfer. This needs to occur across great diversities of breast shape, breast tissue elasticity, 

nipple shape and length and elasticity, breast-abdominal interface, and infant chin, palate, 

tongue, lips and oral connective tissue.  

It is not surprising that when clinical approaches are failing, BSPs look at variations of oral 

connective tissue, and refer for surgical intervention. Yet the breastfeeding problems don’t 

result from tight oral connective tissues, but from inadequate health system investment at 

the frontier of clinical breastfeeding support skills. The controversy about oral ties in which 

we find ourselves mired is historically constructed, and no individual’s fault; breastfeeding 

support professionals are simply doing their absolute best every working day to help 

mothers, in the context of inadequate health system investment in clinical breastfeeding 

support research and training. 

In order to further research in this field, women need a teachable, reproducible and 

profoundly empowering approach to fit and hold in breastfeeding. In the hope that it might 

be helpful for others, we have taken steps to make the gestalt breastfeeding approach, 

which we have found so effective in our clinic, widely available.43 Gestalt breastfeeding 

builds on the work of our clinical pioneers, to integrate our own clinical experience and new 

understandings from ultrasound imaging, to empower women as they activate their baby’s 

breastfeeding reflexes and experiment with positional stability and intra-oral breast tissue 

volume across diverse anatomies http://www.possumsonline.com/gestalt-breastfeeding-

https://education.possumsonline.com/programs/gestalt-breastfeeding-online-program
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online-program. Gestalt breastfeeding also integrates psychological strategies for managing 

difficult thoughts and feelings.43  

The digital intra-oral manoeuvres and massage interventions of craniosacral therapy, 

designed to stretch or relax muscles and connective tissue, and teach the tongue new 

movements, are also based on the same out-dated understanding of the biomechanics of 

infant suck. Unfortunately, a course of cranio-sacral therapy is an expensive intervention for 

parents, lacks an evidence-base, and is orally intrusive despite best intentions. Craniosacral 

therapy and related techniques simply cannot compare with healthy effects on postural 

alignment and functional musculoskeletal health achieved by optimal positional stability and 

fit and hold, repeated over and over for many hours each day.  

Anything that directs parental financial resource and time investment away from the 

practice of optimal fit and hold delays the critical repair of the disrupted breastfeeding 

relationship, and is disempowering for women.  

What are the potential outcomes if a true tongue tie is not revised? 

Not breastfeeding impacts on orthodontic development.44 However, to believe that 

therefore oral connective tissue surgery improves orthodontic development is to confuse 

association with causation, since there is no evidence-based biomechanical rationale for 

why surgical intervention (other than for CTT) might improve breastfeeding outcomes.  

It seems sensible to think that a classic tongue-tie could interfere with articulation and 

dental hygiene for some, although the research definitions have been so confused by the 

introduction of the term PTT that this cannot be demonstrated at this time.22 

Currently, we find that families are given information about the developmental risks of not 

proceeding with laser surgery, which frighten them into compliance. There is no evidence to 

support these claims. Such information also increases the chances of reported positive 

outcomes post-laser surgery, because of the powerful neurobiological impact of primed 

expectation. 

What type of instructions do you give mothers for breastfeeding a baby with tongue tie if 

the revision is delayed or not chosen? 

We continue with gestalt breastfeeding support.  

What are your thoughts about posterior tongue-tie? 

Please see above. 

Are there any limits based on scope of practice for IBCLCs and peer supporters diagnosing 

tongue-tie? 

What do you think of social media sites where mothers are diagnosing tongue-tie for 

other mothers? 

Social media is a powerful and overwhelmingly positive tool for mothers supporting 

mothers. However, women are reliant on the information that health professionals offer 
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them. Therefore, I don’t like to blame mothers on social media who are simply acting on the 

inaccurate information given to them by health professionals, either in consultations or on 

health professional websites and blogs.  

Instead, I do think the breastfeeding community needs to take a stand against the 

destructive ‘groupthink’ that has taken hold amongst some BSPs.  

A groupthink is a well known psychological phenomenon that occurs when the desire to 

belong within a group of people results in dysfunctional decision-making. Groupthink 

requires active suppression of dissenting viewpoints, and in healthcare, can result in what 

has been called ‘the medical miracles delusion.’45 When groupthink is active, those who 

dissent intellectually may find themselves excluded or denigrated or their incomes put at 

risk, through the compilation of online preferred provider lists, through blogs and private 

Facebook posts questioning their competence, experience, or professionalism, and through 

various other mechanisms.  

It grieves me to hear of personal and professional damage being done to courageous 

individuals who dare to speak out against yet another trend to unnecessary medicalisation 

in the care of breastfeeding mothers and their babies. It is such a vulnerable time of life. 

Mothers and babies need their health professionals to be freely engaged in the most robust 

and inclusive intellectual debates possible!  

Thankyou to Clinical Lactation for providing just such a forum. 

 

What resources can clinicians use for: 

- Recognising tongue-tie? 

 

- Revision techniques? 

 

- Videos, written materials, workshops? 

- Gestalt breastfeeding online program – multiple videos, photos and text describing a 

five step approach to optimising fit and hold, including psychological strategies for 

managing difficult thoughts and feelings http://www.possumsonline.com/gestalt-

breastfeeding-online-program. There is a health professional licence available. All 

feedback is welcome as our non-profit organisation continues to develop this 

package for parents, health professionals, and research. 

 

- Protocols? 

- Since the evidence-base is poor, all current guidelines remain of limited use.  

Breastfeeding support professionals need to perform a thorough infant oromotor 

and breastfeeding assessment, apply a clinical intervention which optimises intra-

oral breast tissue volume through positional stability and optimal fit and hold, and 

use clinical judgement to decide if scissors frenotomy is necessary.46 

 

https://education.possumsonline.com/programs/gestalt-breastfeeding-online-program
http://www.possumsonline.com/gestalt-breastfeeding-online-program
http://www.possumsonline.com/gestalt-breastfeeding-online-program
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